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!lt§ON·[(>Jl ISStJJj 

Thie apeciflca~£on is issued to supersede 
apecitlcatlon X-70085, laaue l, !"or the ·following 
reasons: 

l. 

2. 

To change.the •St.eppi~ .. gnet Armature 
Spring Preaaure• (2.J,.$ from llin. 80 gs., 
Max. 90 gs. to •in. TO ga., Max. 80 gs. 
(Information fo!" tbe w. :a:. Company covered 
by C0-125571) • 

To add requirementll tor •cleaning• (2.1), 
•Transfer SpM.111 Contact ~paration• (2.22) 
and •Tra~fer Spring Contact Follow" (2.23\ 

3. To specify the period of lubrication umer 
•i.ubrication• (2.2) applied as a test as 
well as a readjust requirement. 

4. To specify test liJllits for the tollcnring 
requirements: 
(a) Clearance Between Stop Pawl and Disc 

Teeth (2.4) .• 
(b) Stop Jlagnet Armature Spring Pr.-ssure 

(2.5). 
(c) Co•u:t.ator Jrusp Preesure (2.7). 
(d). Interrupter Spring Pressure (2.9). 

(e) Steppi~g Magnet Armatur.e Spring ·Pres-
sure (2.12). .. 

(f) Driving Pawl Prenure (2.13);. 
(g)·Retaintng Pawl Pressure (2.14). 
(h) Steppine; Magnet Ar•ature Air-Gap.(2.1$. 

5. To make the following requirements apply 
as both teat and readjust: · 
(a) Stop Magnet Armature. iocation {2.6). 
(b) Commutator Brush Location (2.a). 
(c) Interrupter Air.;.Gap (2.10). 
(4) Driving Pawl Le.eat1on (2.16). 
(e) Pendull.tm Locking Device Position (2.24). 

6. To specify limits tor •])riving Pawl Pres
sure• (2.13) Readj. ain. 25 SS•, •ax. 35 
gs. 

Changes were also made: 

7. ·To bring specification up-to-date as to 
form with teat and readjul!lt requirements 
on separ~te sheets. 

·a. To revise maintenance methods. 

9. Add methods tor connecting the dial test
ers tor test. 

CHAHGIS l'R<ll X-7.0065 I ISSUJ . l 

Paragraph No. 

1.1 

1.4 and 1.5 

2.01 

•2.901 to •2•011 

·•2.l 

•2.7 

•2.9 and •2.10 

~ Parasraph No, 

Referred t~ places Where dial *2.13 
tester is· ·used. Omitted. 

Adde4. 

Added. *2 .14 

Added. 

Added. 

Were covered by paragraph• *2 .16 
2.7 and 3.02. ;i:teworded. 

Pe.riod of inspection for lu• 
brication made to apply as *2.17 
test requirement. 

Was covered under 3.031. *2.18 
Test requirement added. 

Was covered under 3.032. *2.19 
Test requirement added. 

Waa covered under 3.033. *2.20 
Test requirement added. 

Yas covered under 3.041. *2.21 
Test requirement added. 

Waa covered under 3.042. *2.22 and •2.23 
Teat .requirement added. 

Were covered under 3.043. 
Test requirement added. 

was covered under 3.044. 
Requirement made to apply as 
both test and readjust. 

Qhange 

Was covered under.3.046. 
Readj. limits added, Min. 
25 gs., Max. 35 gs. Test 
requirement added. 

Was covered under 3.047. 
Test requirement added •. 

•as covered under 3.046. 
Test requirement added. 

Was covered under 3.049. 
Requirement made to apply a~ 
both test and readjust. 

Was covered ~er paragraphs 
2.2 and 3.05. Reworded. 

Was covered by paragraphs 
2.4 and 3.06. Reworded. 

Was covered by paragraphs 
2.5 and 3.07. Reworded. 

Was covered by paragraphs 
2.3 and 3.oe. Reworded. 

Was covered by paragraphs 
2.6 and 3.09. Reworded. 

Were covered by paragraph 
3.lo. Changed to specify 
air-gap and follow. Test 
requirement added. 

Was covered by paragraph 
3.12. Reworded and made to 
apply as both test and read
just. 

W&s covered under 3.045. 
The limits were changed from 
Kin. 80 gs., Max. 90 gs. to 
llin. 70 gs., lla.X. 80 gs. 
Test requirement added. 

*These paragraphs are given on Sheets l, 2 and 3 
which have been added to this specification. Para
graphs 2.012 to 2.015, inclusive, wer, for-merly 
c.overed under paragraph 3.0l (Readj.). 
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f&tHrp,M No. ~ 

:s.01 to 3,102,) 
U-3, Incl. ) Added, 

3.2 and :S.3 Were 3.02, Reworded. 

3.4 was part ot 3,031. Reworded, 

3,5 Was part ot 3.032. Reworded. 

3,6 Was part of ~.o:s:s. Reworded, 

:s. 7 Was part. of 3.041. Reworded. 

3.8 Was part of 3.042. Reworded, 

3.9 and :s •. 10 were part of 3.043. Reworded. 

3.ll Was part of 3.044. Reworded. 

:s.12 Was part of 3.045. Reworded. 

3.13 Was part of 3.046. Reworded, 

3.14 Was part of 3.047. Reworded. 

~li"UQli ~ 

1.1 Th1s spec1f1ca~1on·supersedes spec1f1cat1on 
X-70085, 1ssue l and covers the installation 
and maintenance requirements for 50-A dial 
testers. Unless otherwise specified herein 
or in the Circuit Requirement Tables or. Circuit 
Drawings the requirements covered by this spec
ification apply to all dial testers of the 
above type. 

l.2 Sect~on 2 of th~s specification covers the re
quirements -for both operating tests and the in
spection of mechanical adjustments which shall 
be used to determine whether the dial tester 
is 1n proper condition for delivery to the cus
tomer and for service. These are called "Test 
1!fqu1rements• and ·are listed on Sheets l t~ 
inclusive attached hereto, 

l.3 Section 3 of this specification covers the op
erating .a11d mechanical requirements which must 
be met in readjl.tSting a dial ·tester which fails 
to 11!9et' the test requirements. Thes_e are 
called "Bud iJis§ Regfiraments• and are listed 
on Sheets l to · inc usive attached hereto. 
In addition to the readjust requirematts, Sec
tion 3 also gives tlse approved maintenance 
methods of meetfng these requ1·rements. 

h4 The wnsional and dimensional requirements set 
up 1n this specification, should be met unless 
otherwise specified, regardless of the method 
of test or adjustment employed. Facilities 
for meet.ing these requirltments are provided in 
the form of standard tools and gauges. How
ever, if it is found by experience that certain 
requirements can be met satisfactorily by •feel" 
or by •eye•, these-methods may be employed. It 
la suggested that checking with tools and 
gauges be made of~en enough to insure that 
proper test and adjustment requirements are be .. 
ing met. Furthermore, where requirements are 
close, it would be advisable to use tools and 
gauges to .obtain adjustments, 

1.5 The toll~ng is a list of tools, gauges and 
m'ateriala apecit1ed in Section 2 and Section 3 
for use in inspecting and readjusting the dial 
tester: 

Paraqaph No. Qhans• 

:S.15 was part ot :s.o•8. Reworded, 

:S,16 Was part ot :s.049. Reworded. 

3.17 was covered by paragraphs 
2.2 and :s.os. Reworded, 

3.18 Was covered by paragraphs 
2,4 and 3,06. Reworded. 

3,19 was covered by p&ragraphs 
2.5 and 3,01. R!tworded. 

3,20 Was covered by paragraphs 
~.3 and 3~08. Reworded and 
amplified. 

3.21 Was covered by paragraphs 
2.6 and 3,09. Reworded. 

3.22 and 3.23 Added, 

3.24 Was covered by paragraph 
:s .• 12. Reworded. 

- GENIR6I, 

Code No.. pescription 

35 Screw-dri·ver 3-1/2• 
(Part of Tool 221) 

43 Wrench 3/16" and l/4• 
Hex. Open - Double ... end 
Flat 

179 Spring Adjuster 

209 Wrench 5/16• Hex. Open
end 

245 Wren~h 3/8• and 7/16" 
Hex. Open - Double-end 
Flat 

259 Spring Adjuster 

265 Contact Burnisher 

277 Wrench l/4• Hex. Open
end 

303 or (the Spring Adjuster 
replaced 234) 

S27 Adjuster 

349 or (the wrench 3/16• and 7/32" 
Hex. Closed .,. Double
end ottsei . 

replaced 2:Sl) 3/16" Flat Open-end 
Wrench 

70 

74-C 

78 

:Beil System P-Long Nose 
Pliers - 6-1/2• 

Qe.uges 

50-0·50 Gram Gauge 

Assembly of No. 75 
Type Thickn,ess Gauges 

.0&4.• and .047• Double
end. Thlckneas Gauge 
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Code No, 

79-C or (the 
replaced 79-A) 

Dtacrlptlon 

0-200 Gram Push-Pull 
T.ension Gaµge 

Materials 

Oil Dag Mixture per 
KS-2248 

Code No, P.scrht.1on 

c.p. carl>Cln'Tetrachlo• 
ride 

Eagle Ho. s Spinclle 
011 

Oil Dropper (Piece ot 
No. 22 .Qeuge B & s 
Bare , ,Tinned Copper 
Wire) 

SIQTION 2 - IIST RJ:9pIRgENT~ 

2.01 Unless otherwise 
the type·covered 

specified, any dial tester Of meet the test requirements given on Sheet~ 1 
by this specification shall to S incl1.1sive attached hereto. 

SIQTIQN 3 - REAPJUST REQYIBJ!fJSNIS 
3.'1 General 

3.0l A dial tester should be readjusted in ac
cordance with the following methods to meet 
the readjust requirements specified on 
Sheets 1 to 3 inclusive attached hereto. 

S,-02 Where two or more requirements are covered 
by one set ot methods the requirement head
ings in this section will be connected to-
gether with a bracket.. The readjustments 3.1 
tor meet.ing these requirements are more or 
less interdependent and in making readjust
mentli to meet any one requirement considera
tion should be given to the others. 

3.0S Be'ore making any of the tests given below, 
set the di.al tester. tor operation by moving 
the reset lever to the extreme lett•hand po
ai tion and then returning it to normal, 

3.04 Cgnnectiona tor Test In a number ot in
stances t.llrougbout this method it is neces
sary to connect the dial tester to a dial 
in order to check various requirements, For 
this purpose use the dial ot the local test 
desk on which the dial tester is located 
·and make the following set-ups respectively 
tor panel type and step-by-step equipment, 

3,041 fanel Type Eguipmept Insert an operator'* 
telephone set into the operator's jack, 
select an idle talking line from the ti• 
nal multiple and operate the associated 3.2 
key to the talking (halfway down) posi-

3.04 

tion, thereby lighting the busy lamp as
sociated with that key and connecting 
this final multiple line with the dial on 
the aesk. Atter receiving dial to~e in 
the operator's telephone. set,. dial the 
local test desk code (usually •511•) and 
wait for flashing of red and white ·lights 
·on one of the incoming test trunks. In-
sert the secondary cord into the ja.ck 
associated with the flashing red and 
•hite lights and operate the •DT• key, 
This extinguishes the white light and the 3.3 
red light becomes steady. The dial on 
the test desk is now connected through to 3.4 
the dial tester and ready for test. 

Stey..;by;jtep Equipment Insert an opera
tor s t •phone set into the operator's 
·jack' select an idl.e +..alking line from 
the connector multiple and operate the 
associated key to the talking (halfway 
down) position, thereby lighting t.he 
busy lamp associated with that key and 
connecting this connectGr multiple line 
with the dial on the desk. After receiv
ing dial tone in the operator's telephone 

set, dial the local teat desk code (usual
ly •117•) and wait for flashing ot red 
light on one of the incoming test trunks. 
Insert the secondary cord into·the jack 
associated .with the flashing red light &nd 
operate the 9 DT• key. This extinguishes 
the red light. The dial on the test desk 
is now connected through to ti. 41a1 test
er and ready for test, 

Cleaning (See Requirement 2.1 on Sheet l) 

11-1 

11-2 

Batc4et WbHl Tetyh. Commutator, Disc 
THth, Commutator BffriMa a@ Transfer 
W If upon inspection there is found to 
be an accumulation of gummy oil or tofeign 
matter on the ratchet wheel teeth, commu
tator, Msc teeth, commutator bearings and 
transfer cam, carbon tetrachloride may be 
used very sparingly to soften this matter 
so 'that it may be removed. Only C.P. car
bon tetrachloride shall be used. All 
wearing parts of the dial tester such as 
the ratchet wheel, armature-bearings, and 
disc teeth mus!- be allowed to dry and then 
be.relubricated, 1t they are cleaned with 
carbon tetrachloride. 

!nterrupter lontacts Clean the interrupt
er contacts n accordance with the •x• 
specification covering •cleaning of Relay 
Contacts aud Parts•. 

Lubrication (see Requirement 2.2 on Sh~et l) 

11-1 

11-2 

Co!f1tator ,ari~a: Apply one drop of 
Eag e No. 3 pin e Oil on both the upper 
and lower bearings of the commutator 
shaft. 

B!tchet Jheel Teeth Apply t~o drops ot 
oil dag mixture.per,KS-2248. to tile sur
faces of the ratchet wheel teeth while 
slowly oper'a~ing and releasing the step
ping magnet armature. 

I 

(See Requirement 2.s on 

s 

14-1 To adjust for clearance between the stop 
pawl. and the disc teeth attempt to insert 
the ,010" blade or the1.01e• blade ot the 
No, 74-C gauge between: the stop ;pawl and 
the disc teeth. · 

111-2 Apply the No. 303 spring adjuster close to 
the base of the stop pawl spring and ad
just the spring as required ·so that the 
minimum gauge enter~ the gap and the 
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maximum gauge do"Js not enter the gap or 
if it does, !its snugly in th~ gap. 

3.5 . ayv dMa~el f•ature ·Sp~~ng Pressure 
qu remen • on Sheet 

(See Re• 

3.7 

ll•l To check the stop magnet armature spring 
pressure, operate the stop magnet armature 
and apply a No·. 70 gram gauge to the end 
.o! each o! the springs. The tension reg
istered on the gauge shall be at least 
the specified minimum pressure but not 
more than the specified m~ximum pressure 
against the armature studs. 

M-2 To adjust the st~p magnet armature spring 
pre~sure apply the No. 179 spring adjust
er near the bases o! the springs and ten• 
sion the springs as required. 

11-3 For the correct operation o! the dial 
tester it is essential that the tension 
of these springs be within their specified 
limits. 

Stop Mamet Armature Air-Gap (See Requirement 
2.6 on Sheet·. 2) 

11-l To check the stop magnet armature air-gap 
note whether or not, with the armature un
operated (pawl engaging the teeth), a 
alight movement o! the armature toward its 
bore will cause the disc to follow in the 
same direction. It the pawl bottoms in 
the .teeth, this movement can be detected. 
In order that slight rotation of the disc 
which may result from this movement o! 
the pawl, will not be co~fused with dis
placement of the disc i~ line with the 
pawl, the l~tter movement should be ob
served at the tube enclosing the suspen
sion wire where it enters the arbor o! the 
dial tester. If this movement is more 
than .002• or .003" the armature air-gap 
should be reduced. 

11•2 To adjust the armature air-gap apply the 
No. 349 double•'1!d offset wrench ta the 
armature back.stop nut and ·by turning the 
nut to the left or to the right adjust the 
gap until the pawl just bottoms in the 
disc .teeth checked as described in M-1. 

Co!!llUtator Brusp P£essure 
2.7 on Sheet 2) 

(See Requirement 

11-1 To adjust the pressure of. th.e commutator 
brush, apply the No. 179.spring adjuster 
near.the base of the brush and obtain the 
required pressure by adjusting the brush 
to the right or to the left as necessary • 

• 
3.8 ioF(!tator Bj=ush Location (See Requirement 

• • on Sheet 2) . 

M-1 To check !or the proper commutator brush 
location, step the conmr~tator to the point 
.where commutator brush occupies an \nsli
lated slot of the commutator and note 
that the brush "is then approximately equi
d.istant from the edges of the slot of the 
commutator. 

'M"!2 To adjust the location of the commutator 
brush apply the No. 303 spring adjuster 
near the contact end of the brush and ad
just ~he brush as required. 

(See Requirement 

(See 

u-1 To adjust for spring pressure, contact 
separation and contact follow, apply the 
No. 179 spring adjuster near the base o! 
the interrupter springs and adjust the' 
as required. If it is dHficult to meet 
the requirement for follow by readjustment 
of the springs in tld8 manner, it will be 
satisfactory to bend the tang a slight 
amount. Use P..long nose plidrs to bend 
the tang. · 

3.12 Sttpping Mamet Argture Sppns Pressure (See 
Requirement 2.12 on Sheet 2 

U-1 To adjust the pressure of the stepping 
magnet armature sprin,gs, apply the No. 179 
spring adjuster close to the base of the 
springs and tension them as required. 

3.13 Driving laJl Pressure (See Requirement g.13 
on Sheet 3 

u-1 To check.the driving pawl pressure, ro
tate the disc and observe that the pawl 
engages satisfactorily against the root 
of any ratchet wheel tooth. 

M-2 To adjust the driving pawl.pressure, re
move the armature back-stop nut with the 
No. 277 1/4" hex. open-end wrench and 
loosen the driving pawl back-stop screw 
and nut with a No. 35 screw-driver and a 
No •. 209 5/16• hex. open-end wrench suffi
cientay to allow .the driving pawl to clear 
the ra.tchet wheel when the armature is 
moved·away from the core. Holdt.he arma• 
ture so that the pawl clears the ratchet 
wheel, apply t.he No. 259 spring adjuster 
t.o the reed of the driving pawl in the 
manner shown in Fig. A and carefully ad
just the pawl as required. 

Ho. 259 Spring 
Adjuster-

Drivi~ Pawl 
Back Stop Screw 

and Lock Nu 

Method o~ Adjusting 
Driving Pawl Pressure 

.Fig• A 
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K•3 After making this adjustment replace the 
armature back-stop nut and adjust the po
sition or the driving pawl back-stop screw 
as required. 

3.14 Betaining~wl P,.essure (See Requirement 2.14 
on Sheet 2 

M-1 To adjust the retaining pawl pressure, 
apply the No. 179 spring adjuster near 
the base of the spring and adjust it as 
required. 

3.15 Steppinf Magnet Arm,ture Air-gap (See Require
ment 2. ~on Sheet ) 

M•l To check the armat~re air-gap or the 
stepping magnet, pperate the armature and 
apply the No. 78 thickness gauge between 
the back or the armature and the armature 
adjusting nut. The .044• end or the gauge 
sbould not bind and the .047• end or the 
gauge should tit snugly. 

U•2 To. adjust the armature air-gap or the 
stepping magnet, apply the No. 277 1/4• 
hex. open•end wrench to the armature ad
justing nut and turn the nut to the left 
or right as required. 

3.16 Driving Pawl Locatipn (See Requirement 2.16 
on Sheet 3) · 

U-1 To check the location of the driving pawl, 
observe that it just touches its back
stop on its back stroke when the stepping 
ma~et is operated electrically. 

M-2 T~ adjust the location of the driving 
pawl loosen the driving pawl back~stop 
lock nut with the No. 209 wrench and turn 
the screw in or out as required with the 
No. 35 screw•driver. 

3.17 9fcilitiion Pbeck ro~ Alignment (See Require
ment • 7 on Sheet 3 

u-1 To check the alignment of a dial tester, 
move the disc to its start position by 
means of the reset lever and return the 
lever to its normal position. 

K•2 Uake the connections tor test which are 
outlined under paragraph 3.04. 

U-3 Dial the digit 1 or release the •pT• .ke7. 
This causes the stepping magnet to make 
one step, which brings the commutator 
brush (normally resting on an insulated 
segment or the co11111Utator) in contact with 
a metallic segment or the commutator, 
thereby operating the stop magnet which 
releases the disc or the dial tester and 
ellows the disc to oscillate. 

K•4 While the disc is oscillating, count its 
swings (a complete swing being • motion 
from one extreme position or the disc to 
the opposite extreme position). It, after 
20 swinga, the decrease ln amplitude ex
ceeds 10•· as indic.ated on the scale, it 
ls an indication that the dial tester is 
not ~roperly aligned. 

M•5 In making the above tests sufficient time 
(usually about one second) should be al
lowed between the setting or the disc and 
its release to permit it to come to rest. 

M•6 It the dial tester is not properly aligned, 
observe the lower part.or the pendulum 

arbor where it swings in the hole in the 
lower part of the dial tester. When the 
dial tester is level the arbor will .be 
approximately centered in the bole. 

11-7 If it is observed to touch at the front 
or back of the hole it will be necessary 
to loosen the bolts by means or which the 
dial tester ls mounted on the test board 
with a No. 245 3/e• and 7/16• hex. open, 
double-end flat wrench and.place small 
fibre shims behind the top or bottom or 
the dial tester as necessary. 

11•8 Should it be observed to touch at the 
right or left or the hole, loosen the 
mounting bolts with the No. 245 3/8• and 
7/16• hex. open double-end flat wrench 
and shift the dial tester slightly to lev
el it. 

M-9 After leveling the dial tester, repeat 
the tests tor alignment~ 

3.18 Start pgsltion of Disc (See Requirement 2.18 
on Sheet 3) 
11-1 Ir readjustm9nt ror the start position or 

the disc is necessary. adjust the pendu
lum stop with a No. 327 Adjuster in the 
manner shown in Fig. B. 

start Mark'---~~~ 

Pendulum Stop 

io• llark 

Method or Adjusting Start 
Position or Disc 

Fig. B 

If the start· mark on the scale ls not di
rectly ~eneath the pointer, loosen the 
scale clamping screws at both ends ot the 
scale with a No. 35 screw-driver and slide 
the scale to the left or to the right un
til the start mark on the scale is direct
ly beneat.h the pointer. Ret1ghten the 
scale clampi-ig screws after the desired 
adjustment has been obtained. 
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3.19 Rtat pq•itton of Disc (See Requirement 2.19 
on Sheet 3 

K•l To observe the disc in its rest position, 
move the disc to its start position by 
means of the reset lever and return the 
lever to its normal position. 

M-2 llake the connections for test which are 
outlined under paragraph 3.04. 

K-3 Dial the digit l or release the "DT" key. 
This causes the stepping'ma,gnet to make 
one. step, which brings the commutator 
brush (normally.resting on an 1'illsulated 
sesment ot the commutator) iri cbntactwith 
a metallic sesment of the commutator, 
thereby operating the ·stop magnet which 
releases 'the disc ot the dial tester and 
allows the disc to ·oscillate. Allow the· 
disc to oscil.late. freely until 1 t comes to 
rest. It ls permissible to d&l!lpen the 
awing or the disc to allow·it to come to 
rest quickly. 

K•4 Observe that the disc stops with th•· tig• 
ure 10 exactly beneath the pointer. 

11•5 z.t it 1s necessary to make a correction 
tor this requirement, remove th• top pro
t•cting tube, release the knurled torsion 
head locking screw in the torsion head and 
turn the torsion head in the proper direc• 
tion t.o line up th• tigur'e 10 on the scale 
with th• pointer. 

ll•6 After malting these corrections, tighten 
the lo.eking screw and replace the top pro
tecting tube. 

s.20 i'Wlation;ier tor Speed Csee Requirement 
• on'8 . ) 

11-l llove t.be reset arm to its extreme left• 
band position and then return it to nor
mal. 

ll-2 .,_k• the connections tor test which are 
outlined uni!er paragraph 3.04. 

ll•S Dial the digl~ 1 or release the •J>T• k~y. 
Thia causn·the steppi~g magnet to make 
one step., •al ch .brings. tl1• coinmutator 

. ~ru.sh (nor.ally .resting on an insulated 
· Hp&llt or the colllllUtator) in contact with 
·a metallic segment or the co-utator, 
thereby operating.the stop magnet which 
releaees the dis'c or the dial tester and 
allows the disc to oscillate. 

Allow the dis.c to swing trom 1 ts starting 
point. Note tb,e .time required tor 50 com
plete swings. The 50 complete swings 
should occur in at least 89 seconds but 
not more than 91 seconds. II the disc is 
.iow it may be due to its not being prop
erly aligned or to the suspension wire 
not being taut. 

M-5 To tighten the auspension wire, remove 
the top and the botto11 protecting tubes 
and turn the knur~ed sleeve nut,which is 
attached to the 'lower head screw 1 down un
tll the clearance between a4jacent turns 
~t the coapresslon spring ls approximate
ly 1/64" or an aaount which le sutticlent 
to prevent adjacent turns tr9a touching. 

K•6 Gare shou.ld be exercised in turning the 
knUrled sleeve nut since 1! it ls turned 
~o a point where there is no cl.eArance 

between the adjacent turns or th• com• 
presslon spring, the suspenSion wire may 
be broken. 

ll-7 In case the suspension wire cannot be 
tightened sufficiently to obtain the prop
er torsion under the above conditions,. 
tu_rn the knurled sleeve nut up as !•~ as 
possible and then, with.the No. 43 double
end flat wrench loosen the suspension 
wire bottom set-screw sufficiently to al
low the wire to be pulled through the hole 
in the. bottom anchor s·crew. Take up the 
slack in the suspension wire, tight~n the 
locking nut and turn the knUTled sleeve 
nut down as des.cribed under ll-5 above. 
Then replace the protecting tubes·. 

ll-8 To make the pendulum tast or slow, turn 
the adjusting screw in a clockwise direc
tion to increase the speed and in a coun
ter-clockwise direction to decrease the 
speed. It'is.very improbable that such 
adjustment will be needed. Therefore this 
adjusting screw. should be moved" only aftS' 
a check or all of the parts has tailed to 
remedy the trouble. 

3.21 steping Mamet Operation (See Requirement 
2.2 on Sheet 3) 

ll-1 To check the.release or the stepping mag
net, short-circuit· the two lower transfer 
springs and move tlle reset lever slightly 
trom its normal position• The stepping 
magnet should then operate and release at 
a speed which will rotate the commutator 
not less than 10 complete revolutions in 
16 second;!!. 

ll-2 Before adjusting this requirement observe 
whether or not the stepping·magnet me~ta 
all of the other requirements sp•cified 
tor it. It the stepping magrie.t meets all 
the other.requirements but tails to oper
ate at the desired speed, it may be neces
sary to change the tension of the inter
rupter springs or armature springs. 

ll•3 Care should be taken when reducing spring 
pressures to weaken the spriJl&!lwhich have 
the strongest pressure· and not to weaken 
any spring below its r:equired pressure. 

3.22 on (See Re-

3.23 (See Require-

ll-1 To check that the transfer springs have 
the pr9per contact separation and follow 
place the reset lever in its normal.posi
tion and observe that th~I actuating spring 
is in.its lowest position in a notch or 
the cam.. Then observe whether or not the 
air-gap between the open contacts is ~-
proximately .020•. · 

M-2 Move the reset lever from the normal posi
tion and observe that the back contact 
springs have a' follow of 1/32•. 

ll•3 After moving the reset lever from the nor
mal posi tlon, mov.e 1 t to the operated po
sl tion and, as the actuating spring re
turns.to its position in a notch or the 

. cam observe that the front contact spril'l68 
have a.follow of l/s2•. 

M-4 To adjUJ1t tor contact ••~ration and fol
low apply the No. 259 spring adjuster to 
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the upper and the lower sets of springs 
and adjust them as required. 

M•5 In making any ot the above adjustments, 
care should be taken to avoid making abarp 
bends or kinks in springs. 

3.24 !iJJldUlum Locking pev~ce pqsitipp (See Require
m nt 2.24 on Sheet 3 

Ji•l When it is necessary to ship or move a 
clial tester Crom on• posltion to another 
the pendulum locking device should be 
·~ightened by tur~ing the pendulum locking 
screw in (to, the right) with a No. 3~ 
screw-driver. The device clamps the pen-

Attached: 

X•70085~01, Sheets 1 to 3 Incl., Issue 1 

llllB)zL 
HWF) 

• 

dulum in a rigid position thereby prevent
ing swinging or the pendulum and breaking 
the suspension wire. 

N•2 After the dial tester is mounted on the 
test desk, the pendulum should be released 
by loosening the pendulum locking screw. 
This should be done by turning the lock
ing screw out (to the lett) with the 
screw-driver. 

K•3 In loosening the locking screw, care 
should be taken to see that the screw is 
turned out tar enough so that the locking 
device does not touch the pendulum when it 
is swinging. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INC. 

' I 
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Dlf INITIQNS AND .GENERAL INfORMATION 

.001 Operated position of the stop and stepping 
magnets is that to which the armature advan
ces when the specified current is applied to 
the magnet and the armature moves so that at 
least one Of the nO~·freezing discs is touch
·ing the magnet core. 

.002 Non-operat·ed or normal posi qon of the stop 
and etepping ;asnets _is that which the arma
ture assumes when it is resting against the 
armature back stop screw with the armature 
air-gap within the specified li~its. 

.003 Operated position of rese, lever is that in 
which the lever is in its extreme left-hand 
posit.ion. 

.004 Normal posit.ion of reset ·lever is that in 
which the lever is in its extreme right-hand 
position. 

• 005 One prop of Oil The amount of oil obtained 
from a piece of No. 22 "B" and •s• gauge 
bare, tinned, copper wire, when it is dipped 
1/2" into ~he oil and quickly removed shall 
constitute one drop. 

Top Suspension 
Wit'e Se't Serew·-----.. 

Torsion Head---~ 

1 Scale Clamping 
Screw-----. 

Pointer-

uspension Wire 
Anchor Screw 

-Weight Adjusting 
Screw 

2.007 

2.008 

2.009 

2.0ll 

Unless .otherwise specified, the requirements 
given on Sheets 1 to 3 inclusive are both 
test and readJust requirements. 

Unless otherwise specitfed, where ·the test 
requirement is the same as the readjust re
quirement and where there is !'- maximum and a 
minimum limit tor the requirement, an ettort 
should be made in readjusting a dial tester 
to work to the mean ot the limits. 

Unless otherwise specified, where a r•adjust 
requirement specifies only one limit (elth~r 
a maximum or a minimum limit) it, is advisable, 
if possible, to readjust inside ot t.he limit •. 

Unless otherwise specified contact pressure 
shall be measured at the point.or contact 
just as the contacts break. Other spring 
t.ensions shall be measured at the poirita in
di'cat.ed • 

Requirements are given iri the order in whic'Q 
adjustments should be made by the Telephone 
Company. 

Gauges and methods are listed for the use of 
the Telephone Company. 

Atter setting the disc at the starting pobit.~ 
the reset lever should always be returned to 
the normal (extreme right-hand) position, ,be-· 
fore the dial is operated, to prevent· inter
ference with the motion of the disc. 

2.013 The instrument is designed to test the. speed 
of dials only wben the digit 0 is dialed• ·.If. 
any other digit is dialed, the stop masn•~ is 
not released and the disc.•111 continue' to 
oscillate after the dial has come to re~t. 

2.014 Care should be taken to prevent jarring tbe 
instrument. while testing the cipeed ot a dial 
since the accuracy of the result will be at-
fected. · 

2.015 Be sure always to allow suftU!.ient time 
(usually about one second) atter setting the 
disc at its start ilosition to allow it to 
come to rest. 

2.1 

ggUIIWIENT§ 

Cleaning (Readjust Only) The ratchet wheel 
commutator, disc teeth, commutat·or bearings, 
and t.ransf er cam shall be cleaned only by ap
proved methods, .and the interrupter contacts 
shall be (f~eaned when necessary in .accordance . 
with the "X" specification covering "Cleaning 
of Relay Contacts and Parts•. 

fu~rication a Commutat..or S4att Bearing The upper and 
lower bearings of. the GClllllllutator Bhatt Sbsll 
each· be lubricated with one drop ot Eagle 
No. 3 spindle oil. 

(b) Ratchet Jheel Teeth The surfaces ot the 
ratchet wheel teeth shall be lubricated 

Stepping Magnet 
Retaining Pawl 

with two drops of oil dag mixture per 
KS-2248. This lubrican~ shall be applied 
while slowly operating and releasing the 
steppi·ng magnet armature. ommutator Brush 

Ratchet Wheel 

im---Bottom Protecting 
Tube 

(c) I~ is recommended that initially, the 
~bove mentioned parts ot the dial tester 
shall be lubricated at intervals or six 
months. 

(d) Periodic inspections shall be made to de
termine whet~er local conditions will per
mit an extension of the interval between 
lubrication periods. 

Dial Tester in Intermediate Position 

'.Fig. l 

ELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES L~. 

TEST AND READJUST REQUIREMENTS 
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NO. 50-A DIAL TESTERS 
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Di-c Teeth1---------
Scal~ Clampi~ scr·ewc...;.._;;;._ _______ ~ 

Stop Pawl---------~ 
Stop Jlagnet,-------+t--.~~• 
Stop Pawl 
Spring-~~~~~-R--a,;iHIFa 

Pawl sgring 
Back ~top1-------+.l----lll 

Armature Adjusting Nut 

Top Protecting 
Tube------... 1 

Pendul'l,JJD Locking 
Dey·1ce and 

llach ne Sere,._ 

Commutator 
Brush----' 

Compression 
Spring:-----' 

0utside Interrupter 
Contact Spring 

11 .. ~l---Bot tom 
Protecting 

Tube t: tepping Magnet 
Retaining Pawl 

tchet Wheel 

Dial Tester In Intermediate Position 

Fig. 3 

(e) No dial tester shall be turned over to th• 
Telephone Company which has1_been operated 
tor more than three (3) mon~hs since the 
dial tester was last lubricated. 

2.3 Record of Lubrication During the period or in
stallation, a record shall be kept, by date, or 
the lubricat.ion of t.he dial t.ester and this 
record shall be turned over to the Telephone 
Company with the equipment. 

Clearance Between Stop fa*l and Disc Tpel~ 
With the stop magnet operated, there aha be 
a clearance between the stop pawl and the disc 
teeth at any point on the periphery or the disc 
of: 

Tl:ie 
not 
the 

Test - Min •• 005•, llax •• 017• 
ReadJust - llin •• 010•~ 11ax •• oi1• 

.018• blade of the No. 74-C.gauge shall 
enter. use the .005• and .010• blades of 
No. 7 4-C gauge to check the· minillWI Umi ts. 

.5 Stop Magnet Armature Spring P£e••ure . With the 
armature in its operated position, the pres.sure 
or each stop magnet armatur'! spring measured at 
the ~d or the spring shall be: fl -M. in. 25 grams, 11ax. 35 gram• 

- Min. 27 grama, llax. 33 gram• 

2.6 

Use a gram gauge. 

Stgf Magnet Armature Location The armature 
aha 1 Just touch t~e armature adjusting nut 
when the stop pawl bottoms in the teeth.on the 
rim of the disc, gauged when the disc is in the 
start post ti on and al!So when the disc ls hang.
Ing freely in its rest position. Gauge by eye. 

Commµtator B£ush Jlressure The pressure Qf the 
commutatot brush measured at the end of the 
brush shall be: 

Test - Min. 25 grams, Max. 35 grams 
Readjust - Jlln. 27 grams, Max. 33 grams 

Use a No. 70 gram gauge • 

• 8 Commµt&tor B£ush Location When the commutator 
brush ls resting~on an insulated slot of the 
commutator it shall be as near as practicable 
equidistant from the edges of the slot of the 

2.10 

commutator. Gauge by eye. 

Interrupter Spring.P£essure With the stepping 
magnet operated, the pressure or the o.utiillde 
interrupter contact spring, measured at the end 
or the spring, shall be: 

Test - Min. 23 grams, Max. 33 grams 
'jfeadiust - Min. 25 grams, Max. 31 grams 

Use a No. 70 gram gauge. 

Interfiipter Spring Contact Separation With 'the 
stepp ng magnet o·pei'a hd, th,e air-gap between 
the open contact of the interrupter contact 
springs shall be approximately .020•. Gauge 
by eye. 

-2.11 Interrupter Sp~ing Contact Follow When the 
armature is restored' to its normal position, 
the contact follow shall be approximately .005". 
Gauge by eye. 

2.12 Stepping Magnet Armature Spring ftessure With 
the armature In its operated pos~lon, the 
pressure of each armature sprlng against the 
armature, measured at the end of the spring 
shall be: 

IW. .. llin. 65 grams, Max. 85 grams 
Readjust• Kin. 70 grams, llax. 80 grams 

Use a No. 79-c gram gauge. 

TEST AND READJUST REQUIREMENTS 
FOR 

NO. 50-A DIAL TESTERS 

ONE LABORATORIES INC. SHEET 2 X•70Q85-0 ISSUE 1 (3 SHEETS) 
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. . , 

Aniiature 
Stop 
Nut 

2.13 

--, 
.·.-~"'"'•'•";" 

iriving P&wl P[essure The pressure of the 
riving pawl measured at the hook shall be: 

Test - Min. 20 grams, Max. 40 grams 
Read1ust - Min. 25 grams, M&x. 35 grllllS 

Use a No. 70 gram gauge. 

2.14 aettining P&wl P£essure The pressure of the 
retaining pawl, measured at the bend in the 
spring with the spring resting on the crown of 
any ratchet wheel tooth, shall be: 

Itll - Min. 20 grams, liax_. 30 grams 
Read1u&t - Min. 22 grams, Max. 28 grams 

Use a No.. 70 gram gauge. 

2.15 Stepping Masn•t Armature Air•(ie.p With th• ar
mature in its operated position, the armature 
air-gap, measured between the back of the arma
ture a,nd the armature adjusting nut shall be: 

l:t..lh.. - Mino ,040•, llax •• 050• 
Riiiflust - Uin. .044•, Max. .047• 

Use a No. 78 thickness gauge. 

2.16 P£i.ying P!wl Location The driving pawl shall 
just touch its back stop on its back stroke• 
Gauge by eye. 

Oscillation Check for Aligmp•nt When the disc 
is allowed to swing from its start position 
the decrease in amplitude of the disc &t the 
end of the first twenty swings shall be less 
than lO•. Gauge by eye • 

. 2.18 §tart ~sitiop of pisc 
..... ~-111 .... ~~~~~~~~~--.~~~---1f-+-1--~~{a) With the reset arm moved to the extreme 

J'ig. 6 
Susp~nsion Wire An()hor Scre,w-~~~~~~~___. 
Torsion Head 
Locking Scre1W-~~~~~~~~~ 

Soldel"ing 
Lug ---t-t---.1 

Trans1'er 
Spr1ng;11-.,-..11-+-~ 

~~;J, 

Terminal 
Block;----"' 

Reset LeTer-~----'--' 

Knurled Sleeve NutTr-~~-

Compression Sprin.R-~~~-~~ 

Dial Tester with Reset Lever 
in Optrated Position 

Fig. 7 
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Pointe 

left-hand position and then returned to 
no·rmal the stop pawl shall fall in the 
starting slot and rest against the first 
tooth in the rim of the disc. 

(b) The clearance between the pendulum stof 
pin and its stop shall not ex.ceed 1/64 • 

.._.__ __ (c) The st.art mark on the scale shall be di

2.19 

rectly beneath the pointer. 
Gauge-by eye. 
Belt ~sition of Disc When the disc is allowed 
to oscillate freely it shall come to rest wit!> 
the figure 10 directly beneath the pointer. 
Gauge by eye. 

Qsdllation Test fo[ Speed . · 
ta} When the. disc ls allowed to swing from-ita 

st.arting point, fifty complete swings 
shall occur in at least 89 seconds, bUt
not more than 91 .seconds. 

(b) The suspension wire sh&ll always be kept 
taut. Gauge by eye. 

Stepping Magnet Qpefation The stepping magnet 
shall release "in a ocaI circuit at a s_peed 
which will l'otate the commutator not 15Ss than 
ten complete revolutions in 16 seconds. Gauge 
by eye. 

2.~2 Transfet Spring Contac£ Septrat~on Th• air
, sap between the open contacts o the springs 

shall be approximately .020•. 

.Z.23 Transfe[ epring Contact follow The transfer 
springs s all have a fol ow of 1/32•. Gauge 
by eye • 

• 24 pnciulwp L9ck1ng pevict Pos1t1f' The locking 
evice -shall not touch the pen ulum when it is 

swinging. Gauge by eye. 

TEST AND READJUST l'tE~UIREllENTS 
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